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Abstract
Developmental stuttering is a common speech disorder (studies estimate at least a 5% lifetime prevalence) characterized by prolongations, blocks,
and repetitions of speech sounds. In approximately 75–80% of cases in early childhood, stuttering will resolve within a few years (referred to as
‘recovery’); the remaining cases will often experience stuttering into school-age years and adulthood (referred to as ‘persistence’). In adults, the
prevalence of stuttering is substantially higher in men compared to women, at a ratio of 4:1 or greater (compared to between 1:1 and 2:1 in young
children); this has typically been explained by differences in likelihood of recovery by sex. Heritability studies have established that a genetic
component for stuttering exists, with heritability estimates as high as 84%. However, genetic factors impacting stuttering risk remain largely
uncharacterized. To date, only two prior genome-wide association studies (GWAS) of developmental stuttering have been published, both of which
included less than 10,000 cases. Here, we performed eight self-reported stuttering GWAS that were strati�ed by sex and ancestries. These analyses
included more than 1 million individuals (99,776 cases and 1,023,243 controls) and identi�ed 36 unique genome-wide signi�cant loci. We validated
the self-reported stuttering phenotype using polygenic risk scores from two independent stuttering datasets. We examined genetic correlation of
our GWAS results with published GWAS for other previously identi�ed comorbid traits and found strong evidence of correlation with hearing loss,
daytime sleepiness, depression, and poorer beat synchronization. We also performed Mendelian randomization analyses which revealed distinct
causal relationships in males and females for genetically associated traits. These distinct causal relationships motivate continued research into
sex-speci�c phenotypic differences, with emphasis on recovery status. Additionally, a high proportion of genes impacting stuttering risk were found
to be associated with neurological traits from the GWAS catalog, supporting a neurological basis for stuttering. Our �ndings provide the �rst well-
powered insight into genetic factors underlying stuttering, representing a major step forward in our understanding of this condition.

Main
Developmental stuttering is the most common �uency disorder with more than 400 million people affected worldwide and a lifetime prevalence of
5–8% among global populations.2 Stuttering is characterized by syllable and word repetitions, sound prolongations, and involuntary breaks in
words that disrupt the forward movement of speech. The onset of developmental stuttering typically occurs during childhood between ages 2 and
5; however, an estimated 80% of children who stutter will recover, with or without the aid of speech therapy. Developmental stuttering is also
sexually dimorphic; at stuttering onset, the male-to-female ratio is approximately even (between 1:1 and 2:1).4 Notably, stuttering is substantially
higher in males compared to females in the adolescent population,2,3 which has typically been explained by differences in likelihood of recovery by
sex.5,6

Although stuttering is a relatively common disorder, it is often disguised by those affected via avoidance behaviors such as word substitutions.7

Despite extensive research into treatment for stuttering, including speech motor interventions, behavior modi�cation, cognitive interventions, and
technology-based feedback interventions, many affected individuals receiving therapy experience only a modest reduction in stuttered syllables.8

Once persistent, stuttering does not have a known cure and often involves a lifetime of therapy to help manage overt stuttering behaviors, covert
psychological impact, identity and social impact, and secondary movement behaviors.9 People who stutter often exhibit negative psychosocial
attributes including avoidance of speaking situations, negative perceptions of identity and self-worth, and reduced overall quality of life.10 For
those who experience persistent stuttering, the impact can be profound and life-long. Young people who stutter experience increased bullying,
decreased classroom participation, and report a more negative educational experience and stuttering in this population is associated with
depression and suicide ideation.10–13 For adults, stuttering can negatively impact employability, perceived job performance, socioeconomic status,
and mental and social well-being.10,11,14,15

Studies of stuttering within families, twins, and population isolates provide overwhelming evidence for a strong genetic in�uence on stuttering risk
with heritability estimates ranging from 0.42 to 0.84.16–27 To date, family studies have identi�ed six candidate causal stuttering genes: GNPTAB,
GNPTG, and NAGPA;20,28DRD2;21AP4E1;25 and CYP17A1.23 However, efforts to replicate these �ndings in other families or global populations have
not yet validated the observed effects.29,30 To date, two population studies of stuttering have been published in the literature, reporting two
genome-wide signi�cant genomic loci that confer stuttering risk at the population-level.31,32 Together, these prior investigations, leveraging both
family data and global outbred populations, demonstrate that stuttering genetic risk factors are complex and involve both familial and population
variation. Despite this progress, the biological mechanisms by which these variants impact stuttering are unknown. Larger sample sizes are
urgently needed to elucidate genetic risk factors for this common complex trait, especially to examine relevant biological variables, such as sex and
genetic ancestry. Furthermore, predictive models that leverage genetic risk markers (e.g. polygenic risk models, genetic correlation analysis, and
causal inference models) may illuminate the broader clinical impact of the genetic risk of stuttering.

Here, we report the results of genome-wide association studies (GWAS) of stuttering from more than 1 million individuals (99,776 cases). The
analysis is well-powered to detect stuttering risk alleles with modest effect size, and explores effects strati�ed by eight sex- and genetic ancestry-
speci�c groups of self-reported stuttering among 23andMe, Inc. participants who answered the survey question: “Have you ever had a stammer or
stutter?” This study reveals the complex genetic architecture of developmental stuttering, identifying 36 unique signals for self-reported stuttering.
We further validated the observed genetic effects in two independent datasets including an international clinically ascertained stuttering cohort
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called the International Stuttering Project (ISP)31 and a cohort of self and parental reported stuttering in The National Longitudinal Study of
Adolescent to Adult Health (Add Health).33 These effects are further leveraged to explore genetic correlations between stuttering and its
comorbidities. Together, these remarkable advances inform our understanding of the molecular etiology of stuttering and lay groundwork for the
future of precision care in developmental speech disorders.

Results

Study Overview
We performed eight independent GWAS of self-reported stuttering that were strati�ed by sex and genetic ancestries in samples from 23andMe, Inc.
From the resulting summary statistics, we estimated the genetic and partitioned heritability of developmental stuttering, developed polygenic risk
models, and validated the predictive value of our derived polygenic risk score within the clinically ascertained ISP cohort and Add Health datasets.
To better understand the causal relationships between previously identi�ed comorbidities and stuttering, we performed genetic correlations and
causal inference to establish sex-speci�c effects and the directionality of effect for each stuttering-associated trait. To assess the effects of non-
coding variants in regulatory regions and better elucidate the underlying biological processes of stuttering, we computed credible variant sets, and
performed partitioned heritability, colocalization analysis (See Supplemental Methods), and tissue-speci�c gene module enrichment analyses (See
Supplemental Methods). Finally, we assessed replication of top signals within previously published family- and population-based genetic analysis,
as well as associated GWAS Catalog traits of stuttering risk genes (See Supplemental Methods).

Genome-wide association studies
The full dataset included 99,776 (48,217 males, 51,559 females) participants responding ‘yes’ to the question ‘Have you ever had a stammer or
stutter?’ (cases) and 1,023,243 (392,414 males, 630,829 females) participants responding ‘no’ (controls, Table S1). Four genetic ancestries, African
Ancestry (AA), East Asian Ancestry (EAA), European Ancestry (EA), and Latino/Admixed American Ancestry (AdA) were de�ned through an analysis
of local ancestry (see Table S1 for sample sizes by ancestry).34 In the analysis of each sex- and ancestries- speci�c GWAS (eight total), we
considered autosomal variants that were successfully imputed across all platforms and reached our quality control thresholds (see Methods for
details).

From the eight genetic ancestries- and sex-speci�c GWAS, we identi�ed 24 loci (Figs. S1-24) associated with stuttering at the conventional genome-
wide signi�cance threshold of p-value < 5 x 10− 8: nine loci were from the EA-female study, ten loci in the EA-male study, three loci in the AA-male
study, one locus in the AdA-female and AdA-male study (Fig. 1, Tables 1 and 2, Extended Data Figs. 1–7). No loci reached genome-wide
signi�cance in the AA-female GWAS, the EAA-female GWAS, nor the EAA-male GWAS. The top two associations in the EA-female GWAS were
independently replicated (p-value < 0.05) in another sex and ancestries-speci�c GWAS in the 23andMe dataset (Table 2, Table S2). In the EA-male
GWAS, six out of 10 of the genome-wide signi�cant loci were independently replicated in one or more sex and ancestries-speci�c GWAS (Table 1,
Table S2). We did not observe any replication for the �ve genome-wide signi�cant signals in our non-European studies (Table 3, Table S2).
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Table 1
Sentinel hits from EA-male genome-wide association study. Sentinel variant reported for each locus with a genome-wide signi�cant hit, p-value < 5
x 10− 8. The functional gene(s) represents the variant-to-gene predicted by Open Targets V2G pipeline, which integrates evidence from molecular
quantitative trait loci, chromatin interactions, in silico functional predictions from Ensembl, and distance between the variant and gene canonical
transcription start site. NA (not available) reported for variants where Open Targets did not identify a gene. Base-pair positions listed according to

human genome reference build 19. Dashes in location column indicate distance, where [] is contained within the transcripts of the speci�ed gene; ‘’
= <1kb; ‘-‘ = < 10kb; ‘--’ = < 100kb; ‘---’ = < 1000kb to either upstream or downstream of the gene. Replicating Study indicates the study where

replication was observed or ‘NA’ if replication was not observed in any of the seven tested independent studies.
rsid chr pos_b37 EA NEA EAF OR [95% CI] P-value Functional

Gene(s)
Location Replicating

Study

rs35609938 2 58756729 T C 0.501 0.95 [0.93–
0.96]

5.84E-
12

VRK2 FANCL—[] EA-F

rs1040225 2 58139593 G A 0.598 1.05 [1.04–
1.07]

1.82E-
11

VRK2 [VRK2] EA-F

rs34394051 1 6853091 G A 0.157 1.07 [1.04–
1.09]

1.51E-
09

CAMTA1 [CAMTA1] EA-F

rs545889942 2 104116510 I D 0.445 1.05 [1.03–
1.06]

5.07E-
09

NA TMEM182—
[]

NA

rs72664949 13 109280508 G A 0.245 1.06 [1.04–
1.07]

7.42E-
09

MYO16 [MYO16 ] NA

rs10850379 12 110002777 T C 0.445 1.04 [1.03–
1.06]

1.77E-
08

MMAB [MMAB] EA-F, AdA-M

rs62337988 5 12031700 T A 0.317 1.05 [1.03–
1.07]

2.04E-
08

CTNND2 CTNND2—[] EA-F

rs11353659 15 48059138 I D 0.637 0.96 [0.94–
0.97]

2.56E-
08

SEMA6D [SEMA6D] EA-F

rs58120907 13 110413514 G A 0.666 0.96 [0.94–
0.97]

4.81E-
08

IRS2 [IRS2] NA

rs558002155 8 121159409 G A 0.999 3.51 [2.09–
5.89]

4.99E-
08

COL14A1 [COL14A1] NA
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Table 2
Sentinel hits from EA-female genome-wide association study. Sentinel variant reported for each locus with a genome-wide signi�cant hit, p-value < 

5 x 10− 8. The functional gene represents the variant-to-gene predicted by Open Targets V2G pipeline, which integrates evidence from molecular
quantitative trait loci, chromatin interactions, in silico functional predictions from Ensembl, and distance between the variant and gene canonical
transcription start site. NA (not available) reported for variants where Open Targets did not identify a gene. Base-pair positions listed according to

human genome reference build 19. Dashes in location column indicate distance, where [] is contained within the transcripts of the speci�ed gene; ‘’
= <1kb; ‘-‘ = < 10kb; ‘--’ = < 100kb; ‘---’ = < 1000kb to either upstream or downstream of the gene. Replicating Study indicates the study where

replication was observed or ‘NA’ if replication was not observed in any of the seven tested independent studies.
rsid chr pos_b37 EA NEA EAF OR [95% CI] P-value Functional

Gene(s)
Location Replicating

Study

rs13107325 4 103188709 T C 0.0813 1.11 [1.09–
1.15]

3.81E-
16

SLC39A8 [SLC39A8] AdA-F

rs572319557 18 50846441 I D 0.551 1.04 [1.03–1.06
]

2.95E-
10

DCC [DCC] AA-M

rs3801279 7 104904868 T C 0.52 0.96 [0.94–
0.97]

3.03E-
09

SRPK2 [SRPK2] NA

15:29934686 15 29934686 T C 7.37E-
04

0.23 [0.13–
0.42]

7.53E-
09

NA FAM189A1–[]--
TJP1

NA

rs535503154 5 151965756 I D 0.271 0.95 [0.94–
0.97]

2.78E-
08

NMUR2 NMUR2—[]---
GRIA1

NA

rs968163 20 51037935 G A 0.258 0.95 [0.94–
0.97]

3.81E-
08

TSHZ2 ZFP64—[]---
TSHZ2

NA

rs529593131 17 68255397 T C 2.81E-
04

0.043 [0.008–
0.225]

3.84E-
08

NA KCNJ2–[] NA

rs779897701 4 12449797 G C 3.63E-
04

0.096 [0.026–
0.35]

4.05E-
08

NA []---RAB28 NA

rs62252182 3 69881433 G A 0.206 1.05 [1.03–
1.07]

4.51E-
08

MITF [MITF] NA

 
Table 3

Sentinel hits from non-EA genome-wide association studies. Sentinel variant reported for each locus with a genome-wide signi�cant hit, p-value < 5
x 10− 8. The functional gene(s) represents the variant-to-gene predicted by Open Targets V2G pipeline, which integrates evidence from molecular
quantitative trait loci, chromatin interactions, in silico functional predictions from Ensembl, and distance between the variant and gene canonical
transcription start site. NA (not available) reported for variants where Open Targets did not identify a gene. Base-pair positions listed according to

human genome reference build 19. Dashes in location column indicate distance, where [] is contained within the transcripts of the speci�ed gene; ‘’
= <1kb; ‘-‘ = < 10kb; ‘--’ = < 100kb; ‘---’ = < 1000kb to either upstream or downstream of the gene. Replication was not observed in any of the seven

tested independent genome-wide association studies.
Study rsid chr pos_b37 EA NEA EAF OR

[95%
CI]

P-value Functional
Gene(s)

Location Avg

RSQ

Min

RSQ

Neff

AA-M rs541395135 12 80825417 I D 0.945 0.654
[0.564–
0.758]

4.36E-
08

PTPRQ [PTPRQ] 0.686 0.596 179

AA-M rs7333000 13 26535079 G A 0.915 1.40
[1.23–
1.59]

4.29E-
08

SHISA2 [ATP8A2] 0.899 0.856 347

AA-M rs192857772 22 37824152 G A 0.998 5.83
[3.18–
10.71]

2.24E-
08

CYTH4 ELFN2[]--

MFNG

0.872 0.868 8

AdA-
F

rs35713684 10 109112494 G A 0.993 2.22
[1.62–
3.06]

4.58E-
08

SORCS1 SORCS1—
[]

0.725 0.708 77

AdA-
M

rs556601931 13 41980338 T C 6.76E-
04

6.84
[3.65–
12.84]

2.24E-
08

RGCC NAA16–[]-
-RGCC

0.682 0.401 6

 

Sentinel genome-wide signi�cant hits from the EA-male GWAS identi�ed signals implicating VRK2, CAMTA1, MYO16, MMAB, CTNND2, SEMA6D,
IRS2, and COL14A1 as the most likely impacted functional genes (Open Targets V2G pipeline;41 Table 1). Sentinel genome-wide signi�cant hits
from the EA-female GWAS identi�ed signals implicating SLC39A8, DCC, SRPK2, NMUR2, TSHZ2, and MITF as the most likely impacted functional
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genes (Table 2). Sentinel genome-wide signi�cant hits from the AA-male GWAS implicated PTPRQ, SHISA2, and CYTH4 as likely functional genes;
AdA-female GWAS implicated SORCS1; and AdA-male GWAS implicated RGCC (Table 3).

We aggregated association summary statistics across ancestry via multi-ancestry meta-regression, implemented in MR-MEGA,35 identifying 15 loci
associated with stuttering in our sex-combined meta-analysis (Extended Data Fig. 8, Table S3 and Figs. S25-39), �ve loci (all loci p-value < 5.0 x 10− 

8 in the sex-combined meta-analysis) in our female-speci�c meta-analysis (Extended Data Fig. 9, Table S4 and Figs. S40-44), and three loci (all loci
p-value < 1.5 x 10− 8 in the sex-combined meta-analysis) in our male-speci�c meta-analysis (Extended Data Fig. 9, Table S5 and Figs. S45-47).
However, our concordance analysis, which compared summary statistics from each genetic ancestries- and sex-speci�c GWAS revealed genetic
dissimilarity across the studies (Table S6). Only the EA-male and EA-female association studies had strong concordance (0.953, with other cross
ancestries concordance rates ranging from 0.339 and 0.800) suggesting genetic heterogeneity by sex and ancestries. Therefore, we focused
subsequent analyses of stuttering, which is known to be sexually dimorphic, on the eight genetic ancestries- and sex-speci�c GWAS.

36 unique signals for self-reported stuttering, across ancestries- and sex-speci�c, and trans-ancestries meta- and mega GWASs, were identi�ed
after establishing credible sets.

Genetic heritability
We calculated SNP-based liability scaled heritability for our male and female EA, AA, AdA, and EAA studies using LD Score regression.36,37 The
explained variance estimates were transformed from the observed scale to the underlying liability scale, accounting for an expected case
prevalence of 0.1 on the basis of the observed frequency of stuttering cases (Table S1). Liability scaled heritability was 0.0906 (SE = 0.0051) for
EA-females and 0.0947 (SE = 0.0054) for EA-males. For other sex- and genetic ancestries, the liability scaled heritability ranged from 0.0161 to
0.1531 (Table S7).

Partitioned SNP-based heritability of stuttering by broad functional annotation showed signi�cant enrichments of conserved regions in EA-male,
EA-female, and EA-sex-combined stuttering (Extended Fig. 10, Tables S8-10). EA-male and EA-sex-combined stuttering was enriched for weak
enhancers, repressed marks, and chromatin marks of H3K4me1, a marker for enhancers, and H3K9ac, a marker for activate chromatin (Extended
Fig. 10, Tables S8 and S10, p-value < 9.6 x 10− 4). EA-sex-combined stuttering was enriched for fetal and adult hypersensitive sites and chromatin
mark H3K27ac, a marker of activate chromatin sites (Extended Fig. 10, Table S8, p-value < 9.6 x 10− 4). Furthermore, we used LDSC speci�cally
enriched genes38 to determine whether genes expressed in speci�c cell or tissue types are enriched for stuttering associated variants. For brain cell
types, EA-female and EA-sex-combined stuttering was enriched for neurons (Extended Fig. 11, Tables S11-13, p-value < 0.017). After, we identi�ed
enrichment of brain tissues previously associated with stuttering in imaging studies.38–45 For genes expressed within speci�c brain tissues, EA-
female stuttering was enriched for genes expressed in one brain tissue, EA-male stuttering was enriched for genes expressed in four brain tissues,
and EA-sex-combined stuttering was enriched for genes expressed in eight brain tissues (Extended Fig. 12, Tables S11-13, p-value < 6.25 x 10− 3).
Enrichment was further investigated by examining tissue-speci�c annotations for activate chromatin and enhancers. EA-female stuttering was
enriched for one brain tissue, identi�ed by the chromatin mark of H3K27ac; EA-male stuttering was enriched for two brain tissues, identi�ed by the
presence of H3K9ac and H3K27ac chromatin marks; EA-sex-combined stuttering was enriched for four brain tissues, identi�ed by the presence of
H3K27ac, H3Kme1, H3K9ac, H3K27ac chromatin marks (Extended Fig. 13, Tables S11-13, p-value < 2.5 x 10− 3)

Genetic Correlation
We performed ancestries and sex-speci�c genetic correlation analysis comparing our EA-male stuttering GWAS results to summary statistics from
independent GWAS of EA-males and our EA-female stuttering GWAS results to summary statistics from independent GWAS of EA-females for 17
traits previously reported in studies of stuttering13, 46–50 [see Table S14 for trait details]. The 17 selected traits encompassed the following
categories: behavioral, circadian rhythm, immune, metabolic, motor, neurological, and hearing traits (Fig. 2a). In addition, we explored the genetic
correlation of stuttering with one trait where sex strati�ed summary statistics were not available: beat synchronization (Fig. 2b).51 We observed a
nominally signi�cant positive genetic correlation with both our EA-male and EA-female studies for hearing loss (EA-male 95% con�dence intervals
(CI): 0.051–0.23, EA-male P: 1.90 x 10− 3, EA-female CI: 0.12–0.30, EA-female P: 6.50 x 106), daytime sleepiness (EA-male CI: 0.011–0.18, EA-male
P: 2.75 x 10− 2, EA-female CI: 0.085–0.25, EA-female P: 6.96 x 10− 5), and depression (EA-male CI: 0.16–0.47, EA-male P: 6.82 x 10− 5, EA-female CI:
0.23–0.48, EA-female P: 4.53 x 10− 5), and a negative correlation with beat synchronization (EA-male CI: -0.17 - -0.048, EA-male P: 4.0 x 10− 4, EA-
female CI: -0.20 - -0.089, EA-female P = 3.33 x 10− 7). We observed a signi�cant positive genetic correlation in EA-females only for asthma (CI: 0.25–
0.52, P = 2.91 x 10− 8), allergic rhinitis (CI: 0.047–0.31, P = 7.90 x 10− 3), suicide ideation (CI: 0.11–0.47, P: 1.7 x 10− 3), anxiety (CI: 0.046–0.31, P = 
8.0 x 10− 3), ADHD (CI: 0.21–0.53, P = 4.66 x 10− 6), and BMI (CI: 0.17–0.28, P = 4.08 x 10− 17), as well as a signi�cant negative genetic correlation
for sleep duration (CI: -0.19 - -0.046, P = 1.4 x 10− 3), alcohol consumption frequency (CI: -0.25 - -0.071, P = 5.0 x 10− 4), and walking pace (CI: -0.30 -
-0.16, P = 8.81 x 10− 11; Fig. 3a and 3b). EA-sex-combined was negatively correlated with beat synchronization (CI: -0.17 - -0.080, P: 1.13 x 10− 7). No
traits were signi�cantly associated with EA-males exclusively.

Mendelian Randomization
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We performed a sex-speci�c Mendelian randomization analysis for each of the 17 traits, and sex-speci�c and sex-combined for beat
synchronization, included in our genetic correlation analysis to determine if the genetic risk for any of these traits might harbor a causal (vertical)
or horizontal relationship with the self-reported stuttering phenotype captured in our EA-male, EA-female, or EA-sex-combined GWAS. In particular, in
EA-females, increased genetic risk of slower walking pace shows a signi�cant causal effect on self-reported stuttering (Fig. 3a). We observed a
causal relationship and evidence of pleiotropy between an increased genetic risk for higher body mass index, and evening predisposed chronotype
on EA-female self-reported stuttering (Fig. 3a, Table S15). Additionally, in EA-males, we observed a causal relationship and evidence of pleiotropy
between an increased genetic risk for higher testosterone levels on self-reported stuttering (Fig. 3a, Table S15). In EA-sex-combined, we found a
causal relationship between increased genetic risk for poorer beat synchronization and self-reported stuttering (Fig. 3a). In EA-females, we
observed a signi�cant causal relationship of female stuttering on depression risk (Fig. 3b, Table S15). We observed signi�cant causal effects
across EA-males and EA-females stuttering on poorer beat synchronization (Fig. 3b, Table S15). In EA-males, we observed a pleiotropic relationship
between self-reported stuttering on increased depression risk, and increased hearing loss (Table S15). Lastly, we observed a pleiotropic relationship
between EA-female self-reported stuttering on increased risk of anxiety (Table S15). We did not observe any shared overlap in pleiotropy between
EA-female and EA-male self-reported stuttering.

The genetic architecture of self-reported stuttering signi�cantly predicts clinically
validated stuttering
Due to power, stuttering polygenic scores (PGS) were derived from 23andMe association statistics in the EA-female and EA-male GWAS, and
applied to EA participants within two independent cohorts of developmental stuttering, ISP (893 EA cases and 6,052 EA controls) and Add Health
(588 EA cases and 6,621 EA controls). The �nal male derived PRS model included 1,024,432 variant predictors and the female PRS model included
1,024,431 variant predictors. Overall, male-speci�c PRS models out-performed female-speci�c PRS models (Fig. 4). The male-speci�c PRS model
derived from the EA-male GWAS demonstrated good performance for both male and female EA in the ISP (AUC = 0.612 for male, and AUC = 0.607
for female; Fig. 4a, Extended Fig. 14), and Add Health (AUC = 0.537 for male, AUC = 0.553 for female; Fig. 4b, Extended Fig. 14). PRS scores of
cases and controls within the ISP cohort and Add Health subjects can be found in Table S16. Cross-ancestries testing of the PRS models are
presented in Extended Fig. 15.

Replication from prior studies
We sought replication for six genes previously implicated as causal genes in family studies by evaluating all variants that passed our QC metrics
within each gene across all eight independent GWAS. Since previously described variants from family-based studies20,21,23,25 were not directly
genotyped or were too rare to impute, we sought replication of effects from variants in and around these genes. We uncovered variant signals
reaching statistical signi�cance after adjusting for multiple testing (see Methods) for the following genes: GNPTAB, GNPTG, AP4E1, and CYP17A1
(Table S17). The variant in GNPTAB, rs76300806, represents a common indel (EAF = 0.484 in EA males) found in the 5’ UTR region. The variant in
GNPTG, rs111790048, represents a rare (EAF = 4.22x10− 5 in EA males) intronic variant that is also in proximity to TSR3 (~ 2Kb upstream). The
variant in AP4E1, rs565776226, represents a rare (MAF = 0.001 in AdA-males) intronic variant. The variant in CYP17A1, rs777625933, represents a
rare (EAF = 1.58x10− 4 in EA-females) intronic variant.

We also sought SNP-based replication for stuttering associated variants reported in Shaw et al.25 and Polikowsky et. al.24 We did not replicate any
signals in either study after applying a Bonferroni correction (8 tests, p-value > 6.25 x 10− 3); however, one variant, rs34919320, reported by
Polikowsky et al. neared signi�cance (Table S18).

Discussion
Our ancestries-speci�c genome-wide association studies of self-reported stuttering in men and women are the largest to date comprising ~ 100,000
cases and 1 million controls strati�ed by AA, AdA, EAA, and EA. Eight total loci from the trans-ancestries sex-strati�ed meta- and 15 loci from the
trans-ancestries sex-combined mega-analyses and 24 total loci from sex- and ancestries-speci�c analyses, resulted in 36 unique signals from
credible sets reaching genome wide signi�cance in our GWAS of self-reported stuttering (Tables 1–3, Tables S3-5), none of which have been
previously reported in stuttering literature. Eight variants replicated across our independent GWAS. Most prior studies of genetic risk factors for
stuttering have explored rare variant effects in pedigrees, however we �nd effects that are consistent with high polygenicity, suggesting a genetic
architecture similar to other common complex disease traits. Effects at signi�cant loci ranged from β = 0.04–3.51. LD-score based estimates of
heritability are often lower than those estimated from twin and family studies,52,53 and our estimates from LD-score regression of the heritability of
developmental stuttering ranged from 1.61% in AdA-female to 15.31% in AA-male37. These estimates are in line with other common, complex
disease traits such as insomnia,54 type 2 diabetes,55 and beat synchronization.56

We developed PRS models from the sex-speci�c GWAS results from the AA and EA groups and applied them to the ISP and Add Health stuttering
cohorts (which comprise AA and EA samples) for validation. The EA-male derived models showed signi�cant differences in liability scores between
stuttering cases and controls in both sexes in the ISP, a clinically ascertained cohort enriched with males and persistent cases of stuttering, while
the EA-female model had signi�cant predictive performance only in EA-females. In Add Health, both the male and female PRS models signi�cantly
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predict case/control status (here, stuttering cases are based on self-report like the 23andMe, Inc. analyses). The difference in the predictive
performance in these two validation cohorts is notable with several possible explanations, including: the trait captured by 23andMe EA-females
contains more false positives than the EA-male study (due to sex-differential participation bias44 or poorer recall rate in females who more often
recover as children), the genetic liability for developmental stuttering varies between males and females, and is perhaps confounded by differences
in genetic susceptibility to persistent versus recovered stuttering, or genetic variation contributing to developmental stuttering risk may be
confounded by horizontal pleiotropy modulated by sex. The �rst possibility, sex-differential participation bias, represents a documented
phenomenon reported within 23andMe genetic data.57 Sex-differential participation bias could also be confounded by adult recall, because adults
who recovered from stuttering during childhood might not recall their childhood stuttering status. Since females more often recover from stuttering
in very early childhood, accurate recall of stuttering in childhood may disproportionately impact female self-report of stuttering.2 Future research is
needed to deconvolute genetic risk factors that are speci�c to sex or persistence.

We observed replication-speci�c signi�cance at four genes that have been previously reported in prior family-based studies of stuttering.20,23,25

Although the previously reported variants were not directly genotyped and were too rare for accurate imputation in the 23andMe data, our
replication analysis identi�ed two extremely rare variants in GNPTG and CYP17A1, and one variant in GNPTAB and AP4E1 that passed multiple
test correction (see Methods). AP4E1 interacts with previously reported gene NAGPA, and together these results provide modest additional support
for the role of rare variants in genes that control intracellular tra�cking in stuttering.

All variants reaching genome-wide signi�cance in our study represent novel �ndings for developmental stuttering. We found one locus, which
spans our two top hits in EA-male, rs35609938 and rs1040225, that the Open Targets variant-to-gene (V2G) prediction algorithm assigned VRK2 as
the most likely functional gene (R2 between these variants is 0.31 in CEU).58 Speci�cally, rs35609938 occurs downstream of VRK2 and upstream
of FANCL, and rs1040225 occurs within either an intronic or genic upstream region of VRK2 (Table 1, Figs. S1-2). Interestingly, FANCL and VRK2
were recently implicated in musical beat synchronization.56 Rhythm perception impairments have been linked to a number of speech and language
conditions, including stuttering.59,60 Complex rhythm discrimination is below average in adults59 and children51 who stutter, consistent with the
Atypical Rhythm Risk Hypothesis,60 which posits that those with atypical rhythm may be at risk for developmental/speech language disorders.
Clinically, synchronizing speech with external pacing cues, such as a metronome, can temporarily decrease stuttering dis�uencies.51, 61–63

Therefore, impairments in rhythm processing may be causal for stuttering, and our GWAS �ndings offer further support for this hypothesis.

Of the 30 unique signi�cant genes identi�ed across sex-speci�c and meta- and mega- analyses, 20 have been previously associated with traits
(Mapped Genes) in the GWAS Catalog. Fifteen genes were previously associated with traits grouped into Obesity/Endocrine/Metabolic and
Lifestyle/Behaviors categories, 13 of which overlapped the two categories. Additionally, 12 genes have been previously associated with traits
grouped into Mental Disorders and Neurological categories, with nine genes overlapping between the two categories. While the etiology of
stuttering remains largely obscure, the proportion of genes impacting stuttering risk that are also associated with neurological traits provides
additional evidence for a neurological basis of stuttering.39,44,64 Furthermore, 11 genes have been previously associated with Educational
Attainment traits. The overlap of stuttering associated genes with those identi�ed in educational attainment may be the result of social factors,
including bias and stigma, that potentially hinder classroom performance of those who stutter.11,65,66 For unique genes found within other
categorized GWAS traits, please see Table S19 and Fig. 5.

Imaging studies have demonstrated that people who stutter exhibit differences in a variety of brain areas,39,40 including the frontal cortex,41

cingulate cortex,38,41 basal ganglia [caudate, substantia nigra],42–45 inferior temporal lobe, and cerebellum.38 The enrichment of genes expressed
and tissue-speci�c regulatory annotations, as well as our gene module enrichment analyses provide additional evidence for the association of
these brain areas with stuttering risk. Findings from our gene module enrichment analysis also revealed enrichments in the frontal cortex,
cerebellum, cortex, nucleus accumbens of the basal ganglia, and anterior cingulate cortex. Together, these �ndings provide new genetic evidence
for previously described relationships between brain areas and stuttering.38–41, 43–45,67

Genetic correlation analysis showed signi�cant correlations of increased stuttering risk in both EA-male and female with increased hearing loss,
increased daytime sleepiness, decreased beat synchronization, and increased risk of depression. In addition, genetic correlation analysis showed
signi�cant correlations of increased stuttering risk in EA-female with increased alcohol consumption, increased BMI, decreased walking pace,
decreased sleep duration, and increased risk of asthma, suicide ideation, anxiety, ADHD, and allergic rhinitis. Increased risk of EA-sex-combined
stuttering showed signi�cant correlations with poorer beat synchronization. These genetic correlations, and their respective directions, are largely
consistent with previous literature identifying traits comorbid with stuttering.13, 46–51

We also performed Mendelian randomization analyses to explore causal relationships between stuttering and traits that have been previously
reported as co-occuring with stuttering in the literature. The genetic liability of BMI, chronotype, walking pace, suicide ideation, testosterone showed
signi�cant causal effects on stuttering risk. We also observed signi�cant causal effects of the genetic liability of stuttering on depression. Our
results are consistent with several studies suggesting that males and females who stutter report elevated symptoms of depression compared to
their �uent counterparts.13,68,69 Communication di�culties due to stuttering can result in feelings of frustration and hopelessness and, paired with
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broader societal stigma toward stuttering, can negatively impact psychological health.70–72 We also observed signi�cant bi-directional effects of
stuttering on the ability to clap to a beat.

We did not observe any signi�cant causal or pleiotropic relationships of self-reported stuttering across sexes, highlighting differences in genetic
risk between sexes. The distinct causal pathways in males and females relating stuttering to genetically correlated traits are notable; however,
since females are more likely to recover from stuttering than males, one limitation of this study is an inability to fully differentiate the factors of sex
and stuttering persistence. Improved granularity of self-report with information regarding stuttering persistence will be necessary to resolve the
confound of sex and persistence.

Overall, this study represents the largest GWAS of stuttering to date. We leveraged 99,776 cases and over 1 million controls to identify 36 unique
genome-wide signi�cant loci associated with sex- and ancestries-speci�c self-reported stuttering. This genetic architecture was validated in two
independent stuttering datasets. These data provide insight into the genetic contributions to stuttering at the population level, demonstrating that
genetic risk is complex and polygenic and dominated by modest to low genetic effects. After decades of progress examining the behavioral, neural,
and physiological contributions of language, articulation, speech-motor coordination, and temperament and emotion to stuttering, the addition of
genetics may provide a mechanistic framework for integrating �ndings across these domains. For the �rst time, we demonstrate shared molecular
underpinnings between stuttering and other associated clinical features including depression and beat synchronization. An unresolved question in
the �eld of stuttering, with lengthy historical speculation, is whether persistent stuttering and recovery from stuttering represent distinct
subtypes.73,74 Thus far, studies have yielded con�icting results with no clear relationship between pattern of recovery and genetic model.75–77

These analyses motivate continued research into causal differences between females and males as well as between persistent and recovered
stuttering. These �ndings represent a critical step toward the next era of research for this common, complex, costly, and heritable condition.

Methods
Studies

23andMe: Genome-wide association studies included participants from 23andMe, Inc. who self-reported stuttering status through a questionnaire.
Cases included participants who answered “yes” (99,776 individuals) to the question: “Have you ever had a stammer or stutter?” Controls
(1,023,243 individuals) included participants who answered “no” to this same question (see Demographic Table 1). As is a common standard in
population-based studies investigating stuttering, our study relies on self-report (see Bloodstein and Ratner (2008) in which all but two of the
reviewed papers were based on retrospective questionnaire or interview-style surveys).2,78 All individuals included in the analyses provided
informed consent and answered surveys online according to 23andMe human subject protocol, which was reviewed and approved by Ethical &
Independent Review Services, a private institutional review board (http://www.eandireview.com).

ISP: Polygenic model testing was performed using individuals with developmental stuttering acquired through the International Stuttering Project.
Stuttering status in the ISP cohort was con�rmed by speech-language pathologists with expertise in stuttering and �uency disorders. See
Polikowsky et al. 2022 HGG Advances31 for a detailed description of this cohort, and genotyping information.

The National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent to Adult Health (Add Health): Polygenic model testing was performed using individuals who self-
reported stuttering via an Add Health questionnaire. Add Health represents an ongoing, nationally representative, longitudinal study of the social,
behavioral, and biological factors in�uencing health and developmental trajectories from early adolescence into adulthood.33 Add Health collected
demographic and health survey data as well as in-home physical and biological data from participants. See Harris et al. 2019 Int J Epidemiol for
genotyping information. For our study, self-reported stuttering cases were de�ned as participants who at one point answered ‘‘yes’’ to the following
survey question: ‘‘Do you have a problem with stuttering or stammering?’’ All control individuals answered ‘‘no’’ to the above question. Self-reported
race/ethnicity was used to group participants.

Statistical Analysis

Eight ancestries- and sex-speci�c genome-wide association analyses were performed to determine variant association with stuttering risk (Table
S1). Each performed GWAS used a logistic regression that assumed an additive model for allelic effects:

Stuttering status ~ age + pc.0 + pc.1 + pc.2 + pc.3 + pc.4 + v2_platform + v3_0_platform + v3_1_platform + v4_platform + genotype
Reported p-values were calculated using a computed likelihood ratio test. Principal components for each logistic regression model were derived
independently for each ancestries, using ~ 65,000 high quality genotyped variants present across all �ve genotyping platforms. Principal
components were computed on a subset of participants randomly sampled across all the genotyping platforms (137K, 102K, 1000K, and 360K
participants were used for AA, EAA, EA and AdA, respectively). PC scores for participants not included in the analysis were obtained by projection,
combining the eigenvectors of the analysis and the SNP weights. Summary statistics were reported for imputed autosomal variants that were
successfully imputed across all platforms (v2v3v4v5) and reached the following quality control thresholds: average rsq > 0.5, minimum rsq > 0.3,
and batch check p-value > 1x10− 50.
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We aggregated association summary statistics across ancestries-speci�c association studies using multi-ancestries meta-regression, as
implemented in MR-MEGA.35 Analyses were performed for female-only GWAS, male-only GWAS, and a sex-combined meta-analysis. We included
three axes of genetic variation as covariates in the sex-combined meta-analysis, and, due to the lower number of contributing analyses in the
female- and male-only meta-analyses limiting the number of possible axes of genetic variation, included one axis as a covariate in the sex-speci�c
analyses.

Annotation

The sentinel variant for each genome-wide signi�cant locus was reported for each ancestries and sex-speci�c study. The genome-wide signi�cance
was de�ned as P < 5x10− 8 79 this threshold applies a Bonferroni correction where α = 0.05 and assumes there are approximately 1 million
independent (i.e. not in linkage disequilibrium) common signals across the human genome. Annotated gene(s) for each locus included the
predicted functional gene(s) for each loci (when available) according to Open Targets “Variant-to-gene (V2G) pipeline”, which integrates evidence
from molecular quantitative trait loci, chromatin interactions, in silico functional predictions from Ensembl, and distance between the variant and
gene canonical transcription start site.80,81 Loci were de�ned according to independent linkage disequilibrium blocks identi�ed in 1000 Genomes
reference using the matched ancestries reference. Reported sentinel variants represent the variant with the smallest p-value within each associated
region. All reported positional coordinates (chromosome and base-pair locations) refer to human genome reference build 37. We also looked for
replication of any genome-wide signi�cant signal among the other independent ancestries- and sex-speci�c GWAS.

Credible Sets

95% credible sets were established to determine if genome-wide signi�cant hits were unique across all sex- and ancestries- speci�c GWAS and
trans-ancestries meta- and mega- GWAS. The potential causal variants for SNPs within signi�cant regions was based on approximate Bayes
factor82 assuming a prior variance of .1, and using the method from Maller et al.83 to de�ne these sets. A hit was determined to be unique if there
were no overlaps in SNPs with other credible sets from the same chromosome.

Variant-effect size concordance analysis

We compared summary statistics from each ancestries- and sex-speci�c to one another to determine whether the concordance rate between the
two summary statistics was high (Table S6). The concordance rate was calculated by the proportion of overlapping LD blocks that had the same
direction of effect over the total variants present in both GWAS analyses with p-values below 0.005 threshold. See Table S6 for details regarding
the number of variants used in each concordance combination.

SNP Heritability and Partitioned Heritability

Genome-wide SNP based heritability (h2) was calculated using summary statistics resulting from the EA, AA, and AdA GWAS results using the LD
Score regression software.37 We used LDSC to estimate liability scaled h2 assuming a 10% population prevalence. LD maps were estimated from
the 1000 Genomes phase 3 European, Admixed American, and African populations for the respective ancestries. Sample size prevented h2

calculations in the East Asian cohort since estimates are likely to be unreliable (sample size below range of 5,000–10,000).84

To better understand the types of variation that contribute most to stuttering, we partitioned SNP heritability of EA-male, EA-female and EA-sex-
combined (See Supplemental Methods for sex-combined meta-analysis details) stuttering using strati�ed LDSC.85 LD scores, regression weights,
and allele frequencies from European ancestries were obtained from: https://alkesgroup.broadinstitute.org/LDSCORE. We performed 80 different
tests, resulting in a p-value = 6.25 x 10− 4 Bonferroni-corrected signi�cance level globally. Partitioning was performed for 52 baseline annotations as
described by Finucane et al.85. Enrichment was considered signi�cant if p-value < 9.6 x 10− 4, derived by Bonferroni correction (52 gene-sets).

Next, we estimated enrichments for cell-type-speci�c and tissue-speci�c heritability86 on EA-male, EA-female and EA-sex-combined stuttering, while
controlling for the baseline models. Brain cell types used to estimate enrichment of heritability consisted of neurons, astrocytes, and
oligodendrocytes using data from Cahoy et al.87. Enrichments were considered signi�cant if p-value < 0.017, derived by Bonferroni correction (3
gene-sets). Gene expression data (computed from GTEx88 database) used to estimate enrichment of heritability consisted of eight brain regions
with empirical evidence relating to stuttering.38–41, 43–45 Enrichments were considered signi�cant if p-value < 6.25 x 103, derived by Bonferroni
correction (8 gene-sets). Lastly, 20 chromatin annotations, derived from Roadmap Epigenomics consortium89 and EN-TEx86,90, with epigenetic
marks of me1, me2, me3, and ac, from four brain regions previously associated with stuttering,38,40,41, 43–45,67 were used to estimate enrichment of
heritability with stuttering. These marks were considered signi�cant if p-value < 2.5 x 10− 3, Bonferroni adjusted (20 gene-sets).

Literature Replications

Gene replication analysis performed using methods detailed in Polikowsky et. al.31; however, previously calculated effective number of tests was
then multiplied by eight, since we looked for replication of signals across our eight independent sex- and ancestries- speci�c GWAS. As such, the
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effective number of tests used for our Bonferroni correction represented the number of independent tag SNPs in each gene with pairwise r2 < 0.4
multiplied by eight. Gene replication results were Bonferroni corrected for the effective number of tests in each gene and the variant with the
minimum p-value within each gene was reported.

SNP-based replications looked for replication of the top hits reported in Shaw et al.32 and Polikowsky et. al.31 across all eight sex- and ancestries-
speci�c studies. Bonferroni multiple-test correction applied (p-value = 0.05/8 tests or signi�cance: p-value < 6.25x10− 3).

Stuttering polygenic risk-score model development

Polygenic risk-score models were trained using GWAS results from each sex- and ancestries-strati�ed in PRScs,91 using a continuous shrinkage
prior to adjust individual SNP weight for LD and variant signi�cance. Default auto-phi parameters were used in both the male and female derived
models and were not optimized to prevent over�tting, with LD reference panels constructed using 1KG phase 3 EUR reference for EA, and AFR for
AA. Each model was applied to both the international stuttering project (ISP) sample31 and Add Health sample,33 matched according to ancestries
and strati�ed by sex. The ISP testing set included 651 EA male stuttering cases and 4,264 sex-matched controls were included, as well as 242 EA
female cases and 1,788 female-controls; 48 AA male stuttering cases and 308 sex-matched controls were included as well as 16 AA female
stuttering cases and 90 sex-matched controls. The Add Health testing set included 352 EA male stuttering cases and 3,104 sex-matched controls;
236 EA female cases and 3,517 female-controls; 117 AA male stuttering cases and 847 sex-matched controls were included as well as 107 AA
female stuttering cases and 1,101 sex-matched controls.

Genetic datasets were scored using PLINK 1v9.92 Genetic liability scores were z-score normalized. Liability score distributions between cases and
controls were compared via student’s two-sample t-test.

Genetic Correlation

To assess common underlying genetic architecture between stuttering and various other comorbid traits, we performed a genetic correlation
analysis, comparing the EA-male and EA-female GWAS results to sex-speci�c summary statistics from 17 traits with available sex-speci�c GWAS
results obtained from http://www.nealelab.is/uk-biobank/ (see Table S14). Genetic correlations were also performed with EA-male, EA-female and
EA-sex-combined with non-sex-strati�ed summary statistics of beat synchronization (see Table S14). These traits were selected to include
phenotypes previously identi�ed as comorbidities with stuttering.13, 46–51 Each binary trait needed a case size > 1000, due to these constraints
genetic correlations were only performed in the European-speci�c GWAS. All genetic correlation estimates were calculated between the European
stuttering GWAS results (male and female-speci�c for 17 sex-strati�ed traits, and male, female, and sex-combined for beat synchronization)
through LDSC.36,37

Mendelian Randomization

We performed both Egger and weighted median Mendelian randomization analysis using the MendelianRandomization R package.93 We
performed a sex-speci�c Mendelian randomization analysis for each of 18 traits with prior evidence of association with stuttering in the literature13,

46–51 (hearing loss, asthma, dermatitis/eczema, hayfever/allergic rhinitis, sleep duration, daytime sleepiness, chronotype, recent thoughts of
suicide or self-harm/suicide ideation, depression, anxiety, epilepsy, Attention-De�cit/Hyperactivity Disorder, alcohol dependency, alcohol
consumption frequency, walking pace, body mass index, testosterone, and beat synchronization obtained from http://www.nealelab.is/uk-
biobank/, PGC + iPSYCH data,94 or 23andMe,Inc.56) included in our genetic correlation analysis to determine if the genetic risk for any trait was
either causally related or pleotropic to stuttering in our EA-male and EA-female GWAS. In addition to EA-male and EA-female, we performed
Mendelian randomization with our EA-sex-combined GWAS with our sex-combined trait: beat synchronization. We �ltered input variants for each
included trait to only include variants that 1) were included in both the trait and stuttering GWAS and 2) variant p-value in each GWAS < 5x10− 6,
and the independent instrumental SNPs were selected based on linkage disequilibrium from 1000 Genome European (LD pruning with 1000 kb
windows, 1 SNPs each step, and LD < 0.2 by PLINK). Analysis details and results annotated in Table S15.

Gene module Enrichment

We performed an enrichment test for gene modules using our top identi�ed genes associated with variant signals in either the EA-male or EA-
female GWAS to determine if any sets of highly correlated genes (gene modules) were associated with stuttering risk (See Supplemental Methods).
Top associated genes were determined for all variants with a p-value < 5x10− 6 using Open Targets Genetics V2G pipeline.80,81 Gene co-expression
networks comprised groups of functionally related genes or ‘‘modules’’ Gerring et al.95 identi�ed from GTEx v.7 tissue gene expression data. Module
enrichments were reported for any gene tissue-speci�c analysis with an FDR adjusted p-value < 0.05 among any of the 49 available GTEx tissues.
We performed a competitive gene pathway analysis for reported module enrichments using g:Pro�ler and subsequently annotated the outputted
biological pathways (Tables S20-24).

Colocalization
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We performed a Bayesian colocalization analysis between our EA-male and EA-female genome-wide signi�cant hits and tissue-speci�c eQTL
signals from GTEx v.8 data88 using fast enrichment aided colocalization analysis (See Supplemental Methods).96,97 We looked for colocalization
solely within regions with a variant identi�ed as a top hit (Tables 1–3). Evaluated regions included all sentinel variants in either the EA-male, EA-
female, AA-male, AdA-male, or AdA-female GWAS as well as any other variant found in the same LD block. LD blocks were de�ned according to
European-based LD calculated from 1000 Genomes reference.98 Colocalization analyses were tissue-speci�c and included all tissues available in
GTEx v.8. We reported the results of any colocalization signal with a regional colocalization probability (RCP) (i.e., the probability that one of two
SNPs in an LD block is responsible for a genuine association) > 0.05 (Table S25).

GWAS Catalog

After �ltering the GWAS Catalog99 (Release Date: 2022-21-12) to contain only genome-wide signi�cant loci (p-value < 5.0 x 10− 8), 20 of 30 unique
genes from sex-speci�c and meta- and mega- analyses were successfully found in the GWAS Catalog by querying the listed mapped genes. From
these queried �ndings, GWAS Catalog associated traits were binned into 20 trait categories (Table S19a). Our genome-wide signi�cant hits, and the
associated GWAS Catalog �ndings can be found in (Table S19b). Number of unique genes per category can be seen within Fig. 5.
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Figures

Figure 1

Miami plot for EA-female and EA-male genome-wide association studies. The EA-female association study (top panel in orange) included 570,071
total samples (40,137 self-reported stuttering cases) and 29,449,463 autosomal variants. Nine loci reached genome-wide signi�cance (dotted line
p-value < 5x10-8). The EA-male association study (bottom panel in blue) included 374,279 total samples (38,257 self-reported stuttering cases) and
29,409,446 autosomal variants. Ten loci reached genome-wide signi�cance (dotted line p-value < 5x10-8). The x-axis represents chromosome base
pair coordinates in human genome build 37 and the y-axis represents observed -log10(p-value) for each GWAS. Annotated genes for each GWAS
includes the predicted functional gene for each loci (when available) according to Open Targets V2G pipeline, which integrates evidence from
molecular quantitative trait loci, chromatin interactions, in silico functional predictions from Ensembl, and distance between the variant and gene
canonical transcription start site.
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Figure 2

Forest plot showing genetic correlations for stuttering susceptibility with previously reported comorbid traits. A) Sex and ancestries-speci�c genetic
correlations performed for each indicated trait against self-reported stuttering in EA-males and EA-females. Male-speci�c correlations designated
by triangles and female-speci�c correlations designated by circles. Each trait color-coded according to its descriptive category (behavioral,
circadian rhythm, immune, metabolic, motor, neurological, speech and language). Bars indicate standard error for each performed genetic
correlation analysis. Signi�cant correlations marked with an asterisk. B) Sex-speci�c and sex-combined ancestries-speci�c genetic correlations
performed for beat synchronization. Male-speci�c correlations designated by triangles, female-speci�c correlations designated by circles, and sex-
combined correlations designed by squares. Bars indicate standard error for each performed genetic correlation analysis. Signi�cant correlations
marked with an asterisk.
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Figure 3

Forest plot showing Mendelian randomization of stuttering susceptibility with previously-reported comorbid traits. A) Mendelian randomization
analysis (Egger approach) investigating vertical pleiotropy (comorbid trait → stuttering). B) Mendelian randomization analysis (Egger approach)
investigating vertical pleiotropy (stuttering → comorbid trait). All results with closed circles are statistically signi�cant (Egger p-value < 0.05)
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Figure 4

Self-report stuttering polygenic risk-score model performance in EA-stuttering test sets. Polygenic risk scores developed using EA-male or female
GWAS results and applied to clinically validated International Stuttering Project and self-report Add Health subjects demonstrate increased
stuttering liability within stuttering cases. Model was developed and trained using default auto-phi shrinkage parameter through PRScs. LD panels
were constructed using 1KG phase 3 EUR reference. A) Represents AUC metric performance in the ISP cohort B) Represents AUC metric
performance in the Add Health cohort
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Figure 5

GWAS trait categories and sum of unique stuttering risk genes. Human body �gure showing the number of unique self-reported stuttering genes
associated with categorized traits from GWAS Catalog (Release Date: 21-12-2022). Twenty genes out of the 30 genes across sex-speci�c and
meta- and mega- analyses were found in our GWAS Catalog search. All GWAS Catalog traits and categories associated with our genome-wide
signi�cant hits are listed in STable 19.
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